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The growth of standards, benchmarks 

and beliefs in best practice

• Driven by the increased political interest in 

higher education, and the search for 

evidence of ´what works´… 

• Partly executed by domestic and 

international QA agencies

- emerging demands related to 

documenting procedures and practices in 

the educational provision



Quality assurance and teaching and 

learning: worlds apart?

• Traditional quality assurance: A governmental 

tool related to accountability, improvement and 

to strengthen institutional autonomy  

– Focusing mainly on structures and procedures

• Teaching and learning (research): Interested in 

uncovering the mechanisms related to how 

students learn

– Focusing mainly on processes and the dynamics 

related to the learning process  



The challenges related to quality 

assurance

• Criticism by teachers and those at the ´shop 

floor´ that external evaluations are not seen 

as very relevant

• Criticism by political authorities and 

stakeholders claiming that sufficient 

´evidence´ is lacking

• Criticism by higher education institutions 

claiming that external evaluations are 

´hindering innovation´



Learning outcomes…a universal solution?

• Learning outcomes: taking the Bologna 

process to the next level?

• Learning outcomes: making higher education 

more relevant?

• Learning outcomes: a planning tool for higher 

education institutions (and teachers..)?

• Learning outcomes: the new evaluation 

criteria for quality assurance?



The critique of learning outcomes  

• Learning processes takes place in complex 

ways: learning outcomes cannot be 

prescribed in detail – they are open-ended

• Learning outcomes could imply a restricted 

autonomy for teachers

• Learning outcomes may restrict creativity and 

much needed innovation within the study 

programs



How to link learning outcomes and 

quality assurance?

• 70 percent of all European QA agencies are

currently measuring learning outcomes, but

only 43 percent report about effective

measures in this area (Grifol et al 2012)

• «Finding ´best practice´ approaches to 

measuring the achievements of program and 

individual learning outcomes is the next

´frontier´ for quality assurance» 

(Grifol et al.2012:18)



Possible links between learning outcomes 

and quality assurance
Understandings of

and ways to measure

learning outcomes

Individual-level

assessment

Organizational-level

assessment

Predefined

understanding

Test-scores, salary

levels, grading

Drop-out, completion

rates, employment

rates, relevance

Open-ended

understanding

Attitude, values and 

beliefs

Quality cultures, staff-

student interaction



What can the student-centered 

approach offer? (1)

European standards and guidelines for quality 

assurance (2015: 12):

«Institutions should ensure that the programmes 

are delivered in a way that encourages students 

to take an active role in creating the learning 

process, and that the assessment of students 

reflects this approach»



What can the student-centered 

approach offer? (2)

• It can balance the tendency for ´measuring 

the measurable´ - including more open-

ended ways to understand learning 

outcomes

• It can re-vitalize quality assurance as a 

relevant tool for teachers 



Student-centered teaching is a nice 

metaphor….  

• But, student learning is quite messy….

• There are many possible interpretations of 

what student-centered teaching might imply:

– Seminars, even lectures….

– Case-based learning

– Problem-based learning

– Inquiry-based learning

– Project-based learning  



Possible implications (1): a worst case 

scenario

• Learning outcomes and student-centered 

teaching represent possible new ´layers´ of 

regulations and standards

– Learning outcomes can fast become ´standards´

when they are too tightly linked to national 

qualification frameworks and external quality 

assurance  



Possible implications (2): a more 

interesting scenario

• Learning outcomes and student-centered 

teaching is used as an agendasetter to 

qualify the dialogue between institutions, 

teachers and quality assurance

– HEQA (1996): What are you trying to do? Why 

are you doing it? How do you do it? Why are you 

doing it in this way? How do you know it works?


